Nebraska LTAP
Local Technical Assistance Program

Local Resource for
County & City

Nebraska Scheduling
- Scheduled on-demand
- Lead instructor
- Volunteer instructor
- 1 Day classroom
- 2 Day with host agency in the field

Objectives of the Course
- Discuss proven methods used locally and nationally
- Think Safety
- To show you the profile that you should strive to achieve.
- Acquaint you with the proper profile and maintenance methods to meet today’s standards

2014 Workshops
21 agency requests met in 2014.
35 outstanding requests being scheduled for 2015
Course content

- Preventive maintenance
- Tort Liability
- Roadside hazards
- Windrows
- Dealing with the media

Safety

**Personal Safety**
- Reflective Vest
- Mounting and dismounting
- Footwear
- Hearing protection

Maintenance of the Roadway

**Overview of Topics**
- Design standards
- Elements of a road
- Road profile
- Gravel road maintenance
- Why a road needs maintenance

Safety

**Operational Safety**
- Staying alert
- Running against traffic
- Communicating with public and co-workers
Heavy Equipment Training

- NE-LTAP is leading the way in heavy equipment training
- We are currently hiring an exclusive heavy equipment operator trainer

Course Content

- Drainage
- Erosion Control
- Slope Meter
- Washboards